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Hi everyone,
!

Welcome to the October 2010 edition of the European Shakuhachi Society newsletter. 
I had selected the theme of “From Zen to the Avant-garde”. However, the articles 
received seemed to reflect the busy summer of shakuhachi in Europe so this theme has 
been abandoned for the moment. 

I returned to Prague after a few years absence and enjoyed the full and expanded 
festival. Many thanks to Marek, Vlastislav and all in the Czech team who created a 
great event. 

Following the feedback from members, Kiku has set up a Facebook group for the ESS. 
Sign up if you have not already done so.

A special thank you to the translators of this edition. We regularly have translations 
into French, German, Dutch, Spanish, Italian and Russian. Please contact me at 
phil@shakuhachizen.com if you think you could offer your time in this important 
endeavor.

Philip Horan (publications officer of the European Shakuhachi Society).
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A Few Reflections on the Prague Shakuhachi Festival 
2010

by Michael Soumei Coxall

The 2010 Prague Shakuhachi Festival, which was supported by the ESS as its 
annual summer school, was held in the Faculty of Music, Charles University, 26th 
– 30th August and attracted over 40 shakuhachi players from all corners of 
Europe and beyond. The Festival`s theme `From traditional to the avant-garde; 
music you have never heard before  ̀ was the setting for five days of study and 
performances of a very diverse range of music and styles. 

Prague; the 
j e w e l o f 
Europe! What 
an amazing 
s e t t i n g , 
s t u n n i n g 
architecture, 
lovely people, 
tasty food and 
the venue for 
the event was 
s u p e r b ; 
central, well 
equipped with 
e x c e l l e n t 
teaching and 
performance 
spaces in a 
l o v e l y 

building. Who could have asked for anything more? Having such nice, local 
bilingual students who could interpret for the visiting teachers was also a hit as 
was Chris Blasdel`s assured leadership of the event.

It is clear that the overall standard of shakuhachi playing in Europe has 
developed year on year and if we think back to the first ESS Summer School in 
London in 2006, players here are now far more able to tackle difficult pieces and 
to perform them well-the playing at Prague was impressive! Clearly, something is 
working.

The first two evenings of concerts were devoted to a wide programme of 
interesting performances of avant-garde music for shakuhachi with other 
instruments and electronics which attracted large, predominantly young, 
attentive audiences. From my perspective, one of the problems of `new`, (20th & 
21st century) music for shakuhachi in Japan is that few Japanese composers are 
familiar with what the shakuhachi can do as they normally can`t play it, and 
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Japanese shakuhachi players rarely make good composers. The result is a wealth 
of not particularly inspiring music. Some of the so-called `avant garde  ̀which was 
performed to a very high standard in the concerts in Prague to some extent 
suffered the same fate; European composers tend to show little understanding of 
the dynamics and tonal range of the shakuhachi or the subtlety of Japanese 
music and in that sense, the Festival highlighted the same conundrum which 
clearly has yet to be resolved. Should this be Europe`s challenge for the future?

The event also 
p r o v i d e d 
e x c e l l e n t 
o p p o r t u n i t i e s 
for those who 
had not had the 
chance to study 
shakuhachi in 
J a p a n t o 
experience first 
h a n d t h e 
i n i m i t a b l e 
t e a c h i n g 
techniques and 
methods of the 
i n v i t e d 
J a p a n e s e 
g u e s t s 、
Shimura Zenpo 
of the Myoan school and Yamamoto Shinzan of the Tozan school. They certainly 
provided great opportunities to learn new pieces and their one-to-one sessions 
were fully booked. As with all the previous ESS summer schools, local Europe-
based teachers (Gunnar Jinmei Linder, Jean-François Lagrost, Jim Franklin and 
Kiku Day) also taught or assisted in a range of pieces and styles which provided a 
good balance to the event. There were also a series of morning lectures by 
performers and participants which offered introductions to the various schools 
and insights into various aspects of shakuhachi research.

The other evening concerts featured a `honkyoku night` followed by a `jiuta 
night` with Watanabe Akiko (koto) and Sato Kikuko (shamisen), the invited 
string players from Japan, who gave some really memorable performances that 
made us feel that we were back in Japan! And, of course, the best was saved to 
last; the student concert was played with such heart and warmth so thanks to 
Marek and Vlastislav for taking us there. However, my greatest memory is of 
everyone just being together, immersed in the music and sharing in this most 
wonderful of gifts. Blessings to you all.

Information on past and future shakuhachi events in Prague: http://www.komuso.cz
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European Shakuhachi Society (ESS)
Annual General Meeting
Date: August 29th, 2010

Place: HAMU, Malostranské nám!stí 258/13
118 00 Prague 1-Malá Strana, Czech Republic

Members present: 27 
Chairperson: Kiku Day 
Secretary: Véronique Piron (not present)
Treasurer: Michael Coxall
Media and Communications officer: Adrian Bain (not present)
Publications officer: Philip Horan

1. Opening and agenda
Kiku opened the meeting at 16:15, welcoming all present and thanking the 
Czech players for organising the festival. The agenda was as follows:

- election of facilitator of the AGM
- chairperson’s report
- treasurer’s report
- announcements
- election of the ESS board for next year
- future of the ESS and the 5-year plan
- discussion about development of the ESS

2. Election of facilitator
Jim Franklin was elected as facilitator.

3. Chairperson’s report
Kiku read her annual report for 2009. See Addition I. This will be also made 
available on the internet.

4. Treasurer’s report
Michael reads his annual report. The current balance of ESS assets is 
£2772.48. So far our income only comes from membership fees and the 
2006 and 2007 summer schools.

5. Announcements
I. From this moment membership will be renewed in September 

2010. Any membership not renewed in September will expire by 
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the end of that year.
II. Confirmed request from last year to have life membership. Cost 

will be 15 years fee or #300.
III. From this moment concession membership fees will be 

discontinued and all members pay the same annual fee of #20. 

6. Election of the ESS board for next year
All board members have expressed their willingness to continue their 
functions for another year. No additional candidates were proposed. Jim 
proposed to re-elect the total board. Gunnar Linder seconded this proposal. 
With general agreement and 9 proxy votes, the board members are 
reinstated. The chairperson thanked the facilitator and freed him from his 
duty.

7. Future of the ESS and the 5-year plan
The ESS Summer School (this year known as the European Shakuhachi 
Festival) is our main event. To be more efficient in assisting local groups 
with their events the necessity of funding was discussed. The chairperson 
suggested a five-year plan in order to enable applying for bigger funds. The 
five-year plan suggested by the board is as follows:

2011:  The ESS Summer School 2011 will be held in Basel and organised by 
the Swiss Shakuhachi Society. The main Japanese teacher will be Kawase 
Junsuke.
2012: A. No ESS Summer School will be held but members are encouraged 

to go to the World Shakuhachi Festival in Kyoto in June. An organised 
trip for ESS members will be investigated in order to stimulate 
participation. 
B. Gunnar will investigate the possibility to have the ESS main event 
as a part of the ‘Festival of Night’ in Kapilombolo at the Swedish/
Finnish border in December 2012.

2013: The ESS Summer School 2013 will be held in Barcelona, Spain with a 
KSK – Chikushinkai focus. The organiser will be Horatio Curti.

2014: The ESS Summer School 2014 in Überlingen, Germany will be held at 
a monastery to coincide with several events focusing on spirituality. 
The organiser will be Jim Franklin. 

2015: We’re investigating if it’s possible to have the 2015 ESS Summer 
School in Moscow, Russia, organised by the Russian Japanese music 
group.

8. Discussion about development of the ESS
I.! Newsletter 

Philip Horan thanked the writers and translators of articles and asks 
if anyone will be willing to help next year. The emphasis is translations 
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from English into German and French. There was some criticism of the 
publication into many languages which resulted in long pdf files. There 
is also the technical problem of not being able to choose a preferred 
language on the website.
- A request for more scientific and educational articles and articles for 
beginners is raised. The idea of making a common notation system for 
beginners, drawing from all the different schools is raised, but it is 
agreed that it is necessary to take a more careful stance.

II.! Communication between European players and schools
- Kiku explains that at the brainstorm meeting yesterday wishes were 
expressed to have more contact between the members in Europe and 
to have more time to relax and speak with others during summer 
schools. There was also a suggestion to work on combining non-
shakuhachi related activities with classes.
- Discussion about what is more congenial for Internet communication: 
the use of Euroshak or Facebook. The question will be further 
discussed with the webmaster.
- In order to be able to plan future events inviting Japanese players to 
Europe, a space for communication between possible co-hosts is 
necessary. It is agreed to work on a preliminary calendar, where 
organisers can write in ideas of concerts and workshops, so others in 
Europe may make use of the same person coming from Japan. The ESS 
will furthermore keep the normal calendar as it is with fixed events.
- The ESS will stick to the two ways of organising events: 1) All 
included (workshops, concerts, accommodation and food) and 2) Only 
concerts and workshops are included in the price and participants 
organised accommodation and food themselves.
- The ESS has written a manual on how to host an event. Christopher 
Blasdel has written one too, which he promises to share with the ESS.

9. Questions, remarks, thanks and closing.
Michael reminds the participants of renewing their membership for the 
season 2010/2011. There are no further questions. The board expresses 
their gratitude to the Czech organisers of the present event – in particularly 
Marek, who has worked very hard to make this a successful event. Kiku 
thanks the participants and teachers for coming to the meeting and 
expresses that there are good prospects for the future of the ESS and closes 
the meeting at 17:58.
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Concert review of Kaoru Kakizakai and Maria João Pires 
Saturday 11th, September 2010

by Véronique PIRON
 

• Instant picture

The stage of the Champs Elysées Theater in Paris:
on the left side, a woman of modest size
on the right side, a man rather tall.

On the stage all through the concert:
she, sitting continuously behind the keyboard, always facing him
he, one time in the center facing the public, another time sitting in front of a table 
where a bottle and a glass of water are standing, the right ear always opened 
towards her.

One unique instrument for each:
one grand piano
only one shakuhachi, a long one, through all the concert.

• Listening

One unique style chosen for each:
Beethoven‘s sonatas
Koten Honkyoku, 
the pieces following one after the other,
the shakuhachi starts with Tamuke and finishes with Sanya (Mountains and 
Valleys)
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leaving Beethoven in between and among other honkyoku.
San-an will be played as an encore before Beethoven concludes the evening, and 
at last the audience applauds.

The concentration is at its maximum, one listening to the other constantly.
The focus of the music is kept without any interruption until the break-time and 
later the encore.
The focus constantly changes from one instrument to the next,
using - a silence always in movement - the cutting breath of a muraiki -
the effect of pearled water drops in small hands running on the keyboard without 
breaking the movement.
Sometimes during the transitions the sounds are dovetailing in our memory,
the last phrases of Beethoven coming and running over the long holding sound of 
the bamboo.
The glass of water will stay unmoved during all the concert.

• Feeling

Some Beethoven and some Koten Honkyoku?
Beethoven, the music is complex, the themes and the tempi are following one 
after the other,
the phrases are expanded exhibiting the themes and their developments which 
are following each other.
The shakuhachi stretches its breath until the last drop, gestures are accurate and 
thrifty.
We certainly have the image of a Beethoven rather expressive, extrovert,
of course, but here it’s about his inner world which Maria Joao Pires is telling us 
about,
responding in echo to Kaoru Kakizakai’s shakuhachi world view.

The idea was simple.
Doing it? One had to dare!
Those two great musicians were destined to it anyway.
Of course, there has been some who were disappointed not being able to hear 
duets.
ah! but which ones then?
Anyway everyone got something out of it,
and maybe discovered or re-discovered all of a part of the other half.

Links

Maria-Joao Pires, presentation, interview in French, 2009 on Qobuz
http://www.qobuz.com/info/MAGAZINE-ACTUALITES/RENCONTRES/Maria-Joao-Pires-
Rester-vraie-l28678
audio (one of the sonatas): 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=22ZzQXmVhwQ&feature=related

Kaoru Kakizakai:$http://www.kakizakai.com/
audio (Yamagoe):$http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHLegwL_iIg&NR=1
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Intensive Workshops with Kaoru Kakizakai
Paris, 12-13 September 2010

by Joke Verdoold

As a nice start to this very instructive long weekend, on September 11th we 
visited the Champs-Elysées Theater to listen to the concert of pianist Maria Joao 
Pires and honkyoku-master Kaoru Kakizakai. It was an interesting combination 
and the playing of Kakizakai-sensei gave us some nice expectations about the 
intensive workshops to come.

The next morning we gathered 
at Pier-Martine Fontaine’s very 
nice Japanese-styled garden 
and soon we started with our 
10 minutes of ro-buki. And, 
equally soon we were treated to 
very thorough instruction. 
There still appears a lot to 
learn about ro-buki! And even 
more about the techniques of 
playing: tone colour, loudness, 
pitch, how to focus on the 
sweet-spot, breathing, 
pressure, airspeed, meri….. the 
morning passed in the blink of 
an eye. We worked hard, 

listened, questioned, discussed 
and laughed a lot for we were also treated to very funny stories about the lessons 
and remarks Kakizakai got when he was a student with Katsuya Yokoyama.

There was such a stimulating 
atmosphere in the group, that 
we even forgot about breaks till 
most of us were nearly 
exhausted. When we started 
again after the break, one 
really could hear that we had 
made progress; ro-buki 
sounded much more stable and 
we were loud! However, on we 
went with our technique 
exercises and before we 
started with Tamuke, it was 
very clear why Kakizakai’s 
motto was “No sound is better 
than wrong sound”. He really 
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had me motivated, I wanted to sound GOOD! And I think everybody thought the 
same, for we worked our buds off. With the advise that “the only means to control 
yourself is recording yourself regularly” we went to lunch.

After a nice lunch the group split up with one group going with Véronique Piron 
and we stayed with Kakizakai, who continued to work on at full speed. We started 
with Sokkan and were treated to some nice stories about the background, the 
feeling and the technique needed to play with the feeling and style of Yokoyama’s 
school. And of course, we were enjoying the nice examples Kakizakai played for 
us. It was really late when we went to enjoy dinner in a very nice old writers’ 
restaurant in the center of Paris.

The next day 
continued with the 
same up-tempo 
teaching. First, we 
learned the 
beautiful Koden 
Sugomori and after 
lunch we finished 
with Yamagoe. 
Here Kakizakai 
decided we should 
start to watch a 
Japanese-style 
masterclass which 
he gave to Jean-
Francois Lagrost. 
Had we got the 
impression we 
were worked hard, 
we discovered one 

could be worked much harder. At the end of this ‘example-lesson’, Jean-Francois 
looked like he had been completely squeezed. Then our intensive workshop 
continued and we learned the basics to play Yamagoe.

I was very tired when I took the train home, but it was really great to learn so 
much in such little time. And I suspect it will take me a complete winter of 
exercises to master the things I’ve learned. With heartfelt thanks to Kakizakai-
sensei for his lessons and to Véronique Piron who organised this fantastic 
instructive weekend. 
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CD Review of Véronique Piron’s “Nippon Flutes” 

by Adrian Bain

This CD comprises pieces from different styles and periods from the shakuhachi 
repertoire and includes three duets adapted and arranged by Véronique Piron 
and Nishikawa Kohei, the eminent Japanese flautist.

1! Otachi Zake

This minyo piece, played on a short shakuhachi in E, is calming and unrushed.

2! Yachiyo Jishi

A duet, with the short shakuhachi in E making another appearance, this time 

blending nicely with nohkan and shinobue, with interesting melodies reflecting$ 
the Kabuki feeling of the piece. The mix of flutes do not compete, each claiming its 
own space, but not obstructing the other.

3! Tsuru no Sugomori

Véronique’s handling of the standard shakuhachi in D is splendid. This version is 
from Sendai in the North-East of Japan and uniquely has an improvised middle 
section. 
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4! Finis-Terrae

A new and pleasing composition by Véronique Piron with Breton Celtic roots.

5! Shika no Tone

An interesting interpretation of one of the most striking pieces in the shakuhachi 
repertoire, played with the standard shakuhachi in D, nohkan and shinobue. The 
different natural pitches of the three flutes provides for a wide, complementary 
soundscape.

6! San'An

Played on a long shakuhachi in B, San’An benefits from the excellent recording 
skills of Pierre Daniel, capturing important nuances in Véronique’s playing.

7! Trillium

A composition for transverse flutes by the composer and performer Elizabeth 
Brown. This modern piece is fascinating and has some great, dextrous runs, 
engaging the attention throughout. 

8! San'Ya Sugagaki

A duet with standard shakuhachi and long shinobue, with the long shinobue 

leaving and returning throughout the piece, stitching the piece together in an 
interesting way.

9! Nagamochi Uta

A minyo wedding celebratory piece, played on a long shakuhachi in B, emulates 
the human voice with repeated finger strikes.

The overall impressions received from Véronique Piron’s recording are unrushed 
and confident. I liked the quality of the recording. Pierre Daniel has captured a 
full, quite unadulterated sound, which is not too heavy on the reverb as some 

shakuhachi recordings can be. A lot of work has gone into this CD, by the players, 
the compositions and arrangements, the recording skills and the cover/booklet. 
Worthwhile work, producing an excellent CD.

Homepage: http://www.veroniquepiron.com/en/index.html

CD page: 
http://www.veroniquepiron.com/en/CDmediaEN/CDNipponflutesEN/CD%20
Nipponflutes.html
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Tom Deaver-A life in harmony with nature
by Philip Horan

I was fortunate to spend one month in the summer of 2005 on Tom Deaver’s 
blueberry farm in Nagano-ken, deep in the Japanese Alps. Tom invited 
shakuhachi players to help him harvest his blueberries each July. This account is 
not so much a biography of Tom’s life but the unforgettable impression that month 
had on me. I arrived as a novice shakuhachi maker and left with not just a 
blueprint for my future shakuhachi-making endeavors but also a new outlook on 
life.

Tom’s place was 
very remote but 
with awe-inspiring 
views. He lived a 
peaceful life in the 
midst of nature. A 
small grove of 
bamboo overlooked 
the house. A pine 
tree marked the 
entrance to a 
traditional wooden 
home. His nearest 
neighbours were 
nuns in a nearby 
convent (I thought 
by leaving the 
Emerald Isle, I had 
escaped 
Catholicism). Tom played an active role in his community, always offering gifts of 
the fruits of his labours in the garden and never missing local cooperative 
meetings. Even though in the middle of nowhere, there seemed to be an almost 
daily pilgrimage to Tom’s, from friends and shakuhachi players.

Tom believed in living a life in harmony with nature. He had a range of vegetables 
in his garden and carefully stored his produce for the winter. He believed strongly 
in the influence of the food we eat on our minds and energy and particularly 
believed in blueberries. He took great pride in his solar panels which made him 
self sustainable in terms of energy consumption. I remember one day when we 
waited in a queue at the bank. Tom observed the new digital counter which 
measured the energy from the banks solar panels. He quickly had counted the 
wattage of the lighting in the room and was not shy about informing the manager 
that opening a few curtains and turning off a few lights would save more energy 
than the solar panels. 
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Tom had a lifetime 
passion for shakuhachi. 
He spent most of the day 
in his workshop, making 
and playing shakuhachi. 
He had an incredible 
humility towards his 
work. He conveyed a 
sense of endless 
curiosity toward what 
made a good 
shakuhachi. He kept 
meticulous notes about 
each shakuhachi he 
made. However, he still 
believed the ability of a 
shakuhachi maker lay 

as much in instinct as in 
measurements. He kept a small selection of shakuhachi which had a unique sound 
and he did not fully understand. There was another collection of shakuhachi 
which did not pass Tom’s quality control. Every few years when working on 
another shakuhachi, he would experience a moment of enlightenment and return 
to an unfinished shakuhachi with the answer that had eluded him. Though many 
of the shakuhachi he sold were jiari shakuhachi, he was fascinated by jinashi and 
admitted some of his best shakuhachi were jinashi. Tom was an encyclopedia of 
information about the shakuhachi and shakuhachi players and makers. He 
believed that being a good player and understanding the music was the key to 
being a good maker. Tom had a philosphical outlook on life and his shakuhachi 
making and was always trying to see ordinary events in novel ways. Tom’s 
insights into shakuhachi and personality will be missed by all who were fortunate 
to spend time with him.

“In emptiness there is good but no evil. Wisdon exists, logic exists, the Way exists, mind is empty.” 

from The Book of Five Rings by Miyamoto Musashi
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Tsukitani Tsuneko – a life immersed in shakuhachi 

by Kiku Day

I did not meet Dr Tsukitani Tsuneko sensei until early 2007, although I had admired her 
writings and research for almost a decade by that time. I recall I was shown into her 
office by Dr Shimura Satoshi on a cold February morning and she welcomed me with a 
warm smile. I immediately felt at ease in her company. 

Tsukitani-sensei was a warm and 
supportive person. If you showed 
an interest in researching music, 
no matter what genre of music – 
she would support you full 
heartedly. But closest to her heart 
was the shakuhachi. Her passion 
for this instrument and its music 
had a long history and it clearly 
came from a deep place within 
her heart.

Tsukitani-sensei was born in 
Kyoto in 1944. She completed her 
Masters course at Tokyo 
University of Fine Arts in 1969 in 
musicology. It was here she 
encountered the shakuhachi. She told me on a train on the way back to Osaka from a 
concert in Kobe, that she told her advisor, the composer Moroi Makoto, that she wanted 
to write her Masters dissertation on an obscure instrument with limited research done. 
Moroi suggested the shakuhachi and it cemented the course of direction of Tsukitani’s 
life as a shakuhachi researcher. Since then I heard many stories of the young Tsukitani 
roaming Japan to record music and interviewing players. Older players told me while 
laughing of their warm memories of how she would sit and record a whole day during the 
annual gathering in My!anji temple without leaving the recording device even once, not 
drinking or eating. That is how serious and passionate she was…

One of Tsukitani-sensei’s early works has entered many shakuhachi players’ homes 
without them even realising. Only a few of us know that the version of Moroi Makoto’s 
Chikurai Gosh! in staff notation was transcribed by her. The original score was written 
in the ‘fu ho u’ system used by the Chikuho-ry" school.

Tsukitani-sensei continued researching and wrote many articles on shakuhachi whether 
it was on LP covers or in magazines and journals. In 1991, she became a professor at 
Osaka University of Fine Arts. She also lectured at Shiga, Akita and Tottori Universities. 
She was furthermore a member of numerous academic research groups on Japanese 
music, Asian music, folk music, folk performance art and a committee member of the 
Osaka Council Cultural Preservation Inquiry Commission. The list goes on and on and is 
just added here to show the scope of her activities. 
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Everything she did was with passion. When she began to talk about whether one should 
use the Hepburn system for the romanisation of Japanese words or the kunrei system… 
she spoke for several hours in a row. I am somewhat sad to say I choose to write her 
name in the Hepburn system here, as I only wanted to use one and not two systems in 
one text. She preferred the kunrei system. I hope she will forgive me.

As a guest researcher at Osaka University 
of Fine Arts with Tsukitani-sensei as my 
supervisor, I experienced at firsthand 
how she worked hard to pass on high 
quality research on music to the next 
generation. Once a week her PhD 
students gathered to present their work 
in progress. We then discussed the topic 
and methods used in a very friendly but 
at a high academic level. She nursed her 
students and gave them valuable advice 
and insights into the world of music at 
the same time as we all bonded and had a 
good time, drinking tea and eating cake 
during the breaks. I had never 
experienced such enthusiasm and 
engagement of a senior researcher in his/
her students. I truly enjoyed my time 
there. I learned so much from her – not 
only as a researcher on shakuhachi but at 
a human level.

Tsukitani was one of the “old-fashioned” 
and solid scholars. Her own PhD came 
late – in 2000. Thus her PhD is not the 
work of someone just beginning their research career like most of us today. Her PhD is 
her lifetime work on the research of shakuhachi.  The book, based on her PhD: 
‘Shakuhachi koten honkyoku no kenky"’ (尺八古典本曲の研究 = Research on koten 

honkyoku) published by Shuppan geijutsu sha (出版芸術社) is the most comprehensive 

research on how the more than 150 honkyoku became formed in the musical shape we 
know of today. Her aim was also to elucidate both the construction of structures in the 
music itself and the transmission of the tradition through a web of styles and schools. No 
researcher of shakuhachi with respect for her or himself can avoid reading and referring 
to the groundbreaking work of Tsukitani-sensei.

I regret that I was not able to do more work with her. When I was leaving Japan by the 
end of 2007, she arranged a leaving do for me with all the research students I had been 
studying with in a very nice restaurant. When we were leaving she took the bill and said 
with a twinkle in her eye ‘I pay! It is not every day one begins a journey with another 
female shakuhachi researcher!’ She indeed had her way of making her students do their 
best – supportive, encouraging and always aiming for a high standard. She will remain in 
my heart and I think of her when playing and writing about shakuhachi. She will truly be 
missed by many shakuhachi enthusiasts.

! ! ! ! ! ! !
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Membership of the European Shakuhachi Society

Membership of the ESS is open both to players of the 
shakuhachi and to non-players who are interested in the 
music of the shakuhachi in all its forms. 

Since the ESS is not affiliated with a particular school or aesthetic direction, its 
members represent a broad cross-section of styles and genres of shakuhachi.

Supporting ESS through joining is a means of helping maintain a co-ordinating resource 
of the shakuhachi in Europe. 

The benefits of membership include access to information about shakuhachi events and 
tuition throughout Europe and beyond, as well as discounted participation fees at 
events such as the European Shakuhachi Summer Schools.

The membership fee is "20. To join the ESS:

 • Please send email, giving your name and contact details, and if you wish, a little 
information about your interest in and experience with the shakuhachi.

 • and pay the membership fee by PayPal.!
If you cannot make payment using this method, please send an email to

 ess-member@shakuhachisociety.eu .!

We look forward to welcoming you into the European Shakuhachi Society!

• Visit our yahoo mailing group at http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/Euroshak/

• Learn about upcoming events on the European Shakuhachi Society website at http://
www.shakuhachisociety.eu/

• Join our Facebook group.

The European Shakuhachi Society is a registered charity. Registered charity no. 1123060.
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